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ABSTRACT: If water-chillers are arranged in series-series counterflow, compressor lift of each chiller will be decreased in comparison with water-chillers in parallel. That means that compressor power of the chillers in series will be lower than that of chillers in parallel. However, the pressure drop of the water flow through the chillers in series will increase, and thus increase the power of water pumps. This disadvantage will be made good by increasing the temperature difference of water flow through evaporator and condenser, but the water flow rates will decrease. This paper explores the optimal parameters in system of series-series counterflow for central chilled water plants such as the leaving chilled water temperature, the leaving condenser water temperature, condenser water flow rate and number of chillers in series.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, more and more attentions are paid on energy savings throughout the world. In general developing trend of the world and the human demand, air conditioning systems are being installed popularly. Air conditioning systems consume considerable electric power in commercial buildings, about 40% of total consumed electricity. So, there are many ways to save energy and reduce power demand of air-conditioning systems, such as ice storage system, absorption refrigeration/heat pump system and refrigeration/heat pump system driven by gas engine or gas turbine, with a combined cold, heat and power system, etc. Among the ways to save energy, series-series counterflow chillers arrangement is also being studied and applied in recent periods.

In conventional configuration, chillers are usually arranged in parallel. The chillers lined up in parallel must create the coldest water required for the entire system while rejecting heat to the warmest condensing temperature (Fig. 1a.). If evaporators and condensers are arranged in series and parallel, respectively (Fig. 1b.), the chilled water temperature exiting the upstream chiller is always warmer than
the water temperature of the downstream chiller. Therefore the compressor lift of upstream chiller will reduce. Similarly, if both evaporators and condensers are arranged in series but if the chilled and condenser water flow directions are counter (Fig. 1c.), the chilled water temperature exiting the upstream chiller is higher than the water temperature of the downstream chiller but the condenser water temperature exiting the downstream chiller is always lower than the water temperature of the upstream chiller. The lift of each compressor is nearly the same.

On the contrary, in series chillers system, all the system flows go through both chillers. As a result, the water pressure drops through the evaporators are additive. Yet, the savings in chiller (compressor) power offsets this penalty. Otherwise, to minimize the penalty as much as possible, the temperature difference across series chillers system is increased. Then the water flow rate is reduced.

Moreover, with lower flow rates, piping requirements to delivery the same cooling capacity are smaller, hence reducing the installed costs of low flow systems. If pipe sizes are reduced, the resulting pump power consumption for a low flow system will still be lower than that for systems with conventional (higher) flow rates\(^5\). The benefit of the low condenser water flow can also be extended to the cooling tower. Cooling tower weight, dimensions, and fan power are also reduced. A corresponding capital cost saving is also accrued\(^6\).

Besides, in a traditional primary–secondary pump system, constant flow through the chillers leads to constant pressure drop and a constant power of pump. Today, a variable–primary pump system delivers variable water flow through the chillers to limit the effects of pressure drop at various load conditions.

In summary, the fig. 2 shows that increasing water temperature difference reduces
water flow rate, so pumps power will reduce. On the other hand, chiller power will increase due to either decrease in the leaving chilled water temperature or increase in the leaving condenser water temperature with the assumption that either of the entering water temperatures is fixed. Total power of these pumps and chillers shows minimum.

2. Simulation program

The entering chilled water temperature, the entering condenser water temperature and cooling capacity of each chiller are fixed. In this study, the entering chilled water temperature and the entering condenser water temperature have been chosen as 12°C and 30°C, respectively, which are often chosen in air conditioning system design. And the program performs with 20 ton chillers and 15 ton chillers. Calculations are based on energy balance and heat transfer equations. The equations and the structure of the chiller system are not presented here for the sake of brevity.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 20 ton chiller

Fig. 3 shows results of two chillers in series-series counterflow. Fig. 3a presents power of chilled water pump, condenser water pump and compressor as a function of the leaving chilled water temperature and the leaving condenser water temperature in form of 3D diagram. The trends of power curves as a function of the leaving chilled water temperature are clearly shown in Fig. 3b. Increasing the leaving chilled water temperature increases the chilled water pump power but decreases the compressor power. So minimum power from total power curve is examined. The top line denotes total power of two chillers in parallel. In two chillers, the minimum total power in series-series counterflow is lower than that in parallel case. Through similar procedure with three and four chillers in series, table 1 lists the optimal parameters and total power compares with parallel case.

With increasing number of chillers in series, pumping power will increase rapidly, because pumping power is proportional to the cube of the flow rate. Meanwhile compressor power saving can not offset this rapid increase. Consequently, higher portion of energy saving is accomplished up to 3 chillers in series arrangement but for 4 chillers, higher total
power is needed in series arrangement. In considering aspect of water flow rate, at three chillers, despite only 1.8% energy saving, water flow rate of series-series counterflow system is lower than that of parallel system, the chilled and the condenser water flow rate are lower, 13.8% and 21%, respectively. These reductions have significance for water distribution system, reduction of power in secondary pumps, for example.

### 3.2 15 ton chiller

The obtained results are listed in table 2. And trends are similar to those of 20 ton chillers case.

#### 3.3 Comparison between 20 ton chiller and 15 ton chiller

In the previous section, we discussed 20 ton chiller and 15 ton chiller system separately. In this section, these two chiller systems are compared. For 60 ton cooling capacity, either three of 20 ton chillers or four of 15 ton chillers can be selected. Then, three possible arrangements are shown in fig. 4. The case 1 can be accomplished with the twice adoption of 2 chillers in series as show in table 2.

Fig. 5 shows total power and water temperature for those three cases at optimal parameters in each case. Total power of case 1 is the lowest (Fig. 5a). Otherwise, the water temperature difference of case 3 is not excessively unusual, the chilled water temperature difference and the leaving water temperature of case 3 is not excessively unusual. The chilled water temperature difference and the leaving water temperature of case 3 is not excessively unusual.

---

**Table 1** Comparison of power and the optimal parameters between series case and parallel case using 20 ton chillers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Number of chillers in series</th>
<th>Number of chillers in parallel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the leaving chilled water temperature [°C]</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the leaving condenser water temperature [°C]</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>36.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilled water flow rate [Lit/s]</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>8.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser water flow rate [Lit/s]</td>
<td>8.95</td>
<td>9.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total power [kW]</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>49.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy saving [%]</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Comparison of power and the optimal parameters between series case and parallel case using 15 ton chillers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Number of chillers in series</th>
<th>Number of chillers in parallel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the leaving chilled water temperature [°C]</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the leaving condenser water temperature [°C]</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chilled water flow rate [Lit/s]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condenser water flow rate [Lit/s]</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>8.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total power [kW]</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>35.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy saving [%]</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4 Three cases for 60 ton cooling capacity.
condenser water temperature difference are 5.8K and 6.2K, respectively.

4. Conclusions

As control technologies continue to develop and some chillers allow leaving water temperature as low as 1°C without the aid of glycol, then the application of series–series counterflow chillers system with low–flow, low–leaving chilled temperature and highly efficient system in view of energy saving is one of the best solutions. Although energy savings are dependent on cooling capacity range, the system presented in this study can save energy up to 15%. An existing system can be converted to series–series counterflow system without more investment.
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